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INTRODUCTION 
Tolerance relations (i.e., reflexive, symmetric and compatible binary relations) on 
algebras have attracted some attention in the literature of the last decade. (For 
example, see [3], [4], [5], [6] and other papers of Chajda; for results on weaker com-
patible relations, see [8], [14] and [15]; for the case of lattices, see [1] and [14].) 
In this paper, we define the tolerance number tn(A) of an algebra A as the least 
positive integer n such that for any tolerance relation r on A, the n-th relational 
power Tn of r is transitive (i.e., r n is congruence on A), provided such an n exists; 
otherwise we define tn(A) to be u;. We also define the tolerance number of a class of 
algebras of the same type as the supremum of the tolerance numbers of the algebras 
in the class. We prove that if tn(A) = n then A is congruence (n + l)-permutable. 
(The converse fails.) The proof yields a Mal'cev-type characterization of the local 
condition "tn(A) ^ n" and the result implies that the varieties with tolerance number 
at most n are just the congruence (n+ l)-permutable varieties. These facts generalize 
earlier descriptions of "tolerance trivial" algebras and varieties in [4], [6], [12] and 
[15]. 
The quasi-variety of all BCK-algebras, which is not a variety and which has no 
nontrivial congruence permutable subvariety, is a good case study. It turns out that 
every nontrivial variety of BCK-algebras has tolerance number 2, yet every nonzero 
countable cardinal is the tolerance number of some BCK-algebra. The theory of 
BCK-tolerances is applied to obtain characterizations of varieties of BCK-algebras. 
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I . UNIVERSAL ALGEBRAS 
We denote by u> the set of all non-negative integers, and by & = (F, ar) an 
arbitrary but fixed type of (universal) algebras with a set F of operation symbols 
and an arity function ar: F —» u>. All algebras considered in this section are assumed 
to be of type &\ We denote by A = (A; F) and by K a given algebra and a given 
class of algebras respectively. For binary relations r, rj C A2 we write rn for the 
relational product of r and rj and we define 
T° = idA : = { ( a , a ) : a G - 4 } ; T
n+l=TnT (n G w). 
A tolerance relation (briefly a tolerance) on A is a binary reflexive and symmetric 
relation on A which is compatible with every operation in F. (A congruence on A 
is therefore just a transitive tolerance on A.) We write Tol A (resp. Con A) for the 
set of all tolerances (resp. congruences) on A. Both of these are algebraic closure 
systems on the lattice of subsets of A2 and hence algebraic lattices when ordered by 
set inclusion. The corresponding algebraic closure qperators are denoted by T (resp. 
6 ) . We write T((ai , 61) , . . . , (an, 6n)) for F({(ai, 61), . . . , (an , 6n)}). It is well known 
that 
e(r})={j(T(v))n (rjCA2). 
We define the tolerance number tn(A) of A and the tolerance number tn(K) of K 
by: 
{minjn : 0 < n G w and r n w otherwise; G Con A for every r G Tol A} if this exists; 
t n (K )=sup{ tn (B) : B G K) 
(where the supremum is taken in the well-ordered class of all ordinals). We therefore 
have tn(0) = 0 and 
1 <J tn(A), tn(K) ^ u (for K 7- 0). 
If tn(A) = 1, i.e. Tol A = Con A, we say that A is tolerance trivial. In general 
we say that K possesses a property of algebras if every element of K possesses this 
property. 
The symbols n, m shall denote elements of a; throughout. By an n-ary algebraic 
function (n > 0) on A we shall mean an n-ary operation G:: An —• A such that for 
some r £UJ} some (n + r)-ary /^-term t and some elements 61, ..., 6r G A, we have 
G ( a i , . . . , a n ) = < ( a i , . . . , a n , 6 i , . . . , 6 r ) ( a i , . . . a n G A). 
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Our main result in this section (Theorem 1.2) extends results proved in [4], [6], [12], 
[15]. 
1.1. Lemma. (Chajda [3, Lemma 2]). Let alf ..., an,6i, . . . , 6n G A. For 
c,d G A, we have (c,d) G T((a\,b\), ..., (an,6n)) if and only if for some 2n-ary 
algebraic function G on A, we have 
G(a\,. ..,an,b\,.. .,bn) = c 
G(b\, ...,bn,a\,...,an) = d. 
1.2. Theorem. If tn(A) = n then A is congruence (n + l)-permutable. 
P r o o f . For convenience, we assume that n is odd. The even case requires 
minor notational modification only. Suppose that tn(A) = n and that 6,<p G Con A 
with 
( a , 6 ) e0<p0<p...6<p. 
n + l terms 
Then for some Co, ci, . . . , cn, cn+i G A, we have 
(1) a = c00c\<pc2 . • .cn-\0cn<pcn+\ = 6. 
Thus, if r = F((c0, c\), (c\, c 2 ) , . . . , (cn_i, cn), (cn ,cn+i)), we have (a, 6) G r
n + 1 . But 
rn+i = rn kv asSumption, so there exist do, d\, ..., dn G A such that 
a = doTd\Td2 .. .dn-iraVj = 6. 
By the previous lemma, there exist (2n + 2)-ary algebraic functions G\, ..., Gn on 
A such that 
di-\ = G,(co,ci,c2 , . . . , c n » i , c n ; ci,C2,c3,.. . ,cn ,cn+i) , 
di = G,(ci,C2,c3,.. . , c n , c n +i; c0 ,ci,C2,... ,cn_i ,cn) 
for i = 1, . . . , n. Now since congruences on A are compatible with all of the G,, it 
follows from (1) that 
di-\<pGi(c0,c2,C2,c4,c4,C6,.. .,cn_i,cn_i,cn+i; 
Cl, Ci, C 3 , C3, C 5 , C5 , . . . , C n _ 2 , C n , C .n)^,-
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and 
di-\OGi(ci, Ci, C3, C3, c5, c5 , . . . , cn_2, cn,cn; 
co, c2, c2, c4, c4, c6, • . . , cn_i, cn_i, cn+i)(pdi 
for i = 1, ..., n, so that 
(o,ò) є Mntv)" ç ((^)(M) (n -1 ) /V) 
= y>Øy>0 . . . tp (n + 1 terms). 
D 
1.3. Corollary. Let K be a variety of algebras. Then tn(K) = n if and only ifn 
is the least positive integer such that K is congruence (n -f l)-per/niitab/e. 
P r o o f . (-<=) follows from Theorem 1.2 and Hagemann's result (see [8, p . 8]) to 
the effect that a variety K is congruence (n + l)-permutable if and only if for every 
B G K and every reflexive subalgebra r of B 2 , we have r n + 1 C rn. 
(=->) follows from (<=) and Theorem 1.2. D 
1.4. Corollary [12]. Every tolerance trivial algebra is congruence permutable. 
P r o o f . Set n = 1 in Theorem 1.2. D 
1.5. Corollary [4], [6], [15]. A variety of algebras is tolerance trivial if and only 
if it is congruence permutable. 
P r o o f . Set n = 1 in Corollary 1.3. D 
1.6. Corollary. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) tn(A) ^ n; 
(ii) for any Co, ci, . . . , cn, cn+i E A, there exist do, d\, ..., dn G A and (2n-f2)-ary 
algebraic functions G\, . .., Gn on A such that do = Co, dn = cn+i and 
di-i = G,-(co,ci,.. . , c n _ i , c n ; c i , c 2 , . . . , c n , c n + i ) , 
di = G,-(ci,C2, • • . , c n , c n + i ; co , c i , . . . , c n _i ,c n ) 
for i— 1, . . . , n. 
P r o o f . (i) => (ii) is implicit in the proof of Theorem 1.2; (ii) => (i) follows 
easily. D 
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1.7. Corollary. [12] The algebra A is tolerance trivial if and only if for any 
a, 6, c G A} there is a 4-ary algebraic function G on A such that a = G(a) c, c, 6) and 
6 = G(c,6,a,c). 
P r o o f . Set n = 1 in Corollary 1.6. • 
The converse of Corollary 1.4 is false: see [4] and [12, Remark 2.18 a]. 
II. BCK-ALGEBRAS 
We now fix the type & = (F,ar) with F = { . ,0}, ar() = 2 and ar(0) = 0. We 
make standard use of the symbols H,I, S and P to denote class operators acting 
on classes K of /^-algebras (see e.g., [2, Chapter II, §9]). If A = (A\ ., 0) is an 
^"-algebra, we write H(A) for H({A}) (the class of all ^-homomorphic images of 
A) and for a, 6 G J4, we abbreviate a. 6 as a6, except where this may cause confusion. 
A BCK-a/#e6ra is a ^"-algebra satisfying the axioms: 
BCK (I) ((*y)(xz))(zy) = 0, 
BCK (II) (x(xy))y = 0, 
BCK (III) xx = 0, 
BCK (IV) Ox = 0, 
BCK (V) xy = yx = 0 =• x = y. 
We denote by BCK the class of all BCK-algebras. (We assume some familiarity 
with these algebras: see survey articles [7], [11].) Clearly BCK is a quasi-variety 
of type &. By a BCK-variety, we mean a variety V of type & such that V C 
BCK. BCK itself is not a BCK-variety [16]; moreover, no nontrivial BCK-variety 
is congruence permutable [7, Theorem 4.3]. In view of the results of Section I, this 
makes BCK an interesting case study with respect to tolerances. 
Henceforth A = (A],0) shall denote a given BCK-algebra, The relation ^ on A, 
defined by x ^ y iff xy = 0, is a partial order on A with least element 0, and A 
satisfies xy -̂  x (see [11]). An ideal of A is a subset I of A with 0 G I such that 
a G I whenever a6, 6 G I. The ideals of A are hereditary subsets of A and form a 
complete lattice, denoted Id A (ordered by set inclusion). 
Let a, 6, 6i, . . . , 6n, 6n+i G A. We define inductively: 
(2) a6i . . . 6n6n+i = (a6i . . . 6n)6n+i 
n+l 
and we abbreviate this expression as a J~[ 6,-. The order of the 6,- is immaterial in (2) 
t=i 
however, in view of the BCK-identity xyz = xzy [11, Theorem 1]. More generally, 
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let B = (bj ; j G J) be a finite family in A. (Recall that a family is just another 
name for the mapping j i—• 6; (j G J). The range of B is {bj : j € J}. We say that 
B is a family in a set C if its range is a subset of C. The family B is said to be finite 
if J is a finite set.) We may now define (without ambiguity): 
« n bi if J + 0; 
if 7 = 0. 
We also define a6° = a; a6 n + 1 = (a6n)6 (n G w). 
If C C A, we denote by (C) or (C)A the ideal of A generated by C, i.e., (C)A = 
f|{I: C C I G Id A}. Recall that (0)A = {0} and that for C # 0, we have 
(3) (C)A = {a G .4: a II D = 0 for some finite family D in C} 
[10, Theorem 3]. If C = {c i , . . . , c n } , we write (c i , . . . ,cn) for (C). 
For 77 G TolA, we call O/77 := {a G -4: (a,0) G T/} the kernel of 77. We have 
O/77 G Id A, by [12, Theorem 2.2 c]. On the other hand, for I G Id A we define 
<pj = {(a,6)G-42 : a6,6aG I}, 
ri= f |{i?G TolA: 0/1,= / } , 
0E= f | { 7 ; G C o n A : 0 / 7 ; = I } . 
It is known that <pj G Con A and is the greatest tolerance on A whose kernel is I. 
Of course TJ (resp. 0j) is the least tolerance (resp. congruence) on A whose kernel 
is I. We recall from [12, Remark 2.5 b] that 
(4) 0j = [ j if . 
n£u/ 
The following characterization of 77 was obtained in [12]; the notation has been 
changed to suit our present purposes. 
2 .1 . Theorem. [12, Theorem 2.4]. Let I G Id A and a, 6 G A. Then (a, 6) G TJ if 
and only if there exist m ^ 1, a {}-term t = <(xi , . . . , xm) elements c\f ..., cm G A 
and finite families B\, ..., f?m, Di, . . . , Dm in I such that 
a = *(ci II J8 i , . . . , c m n Hm), 
b = t(ci n D i , . . . , c m n D m ) . 
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2.2. Corollary. Let I G Id A and a, 6 G A. Then (a, 6) G 0/ if and only if for 
some positive n, m tnere exist m-ary {}-terms t\, ..., tn , elements ctJ- G -4 and finite 
families Bij, J9,j in I (Tor i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m) such that 
a = <i(cn II I?n,. . . , c i m II I?im), 
6 = tn(cni II L)ni,... , c n m II D n m ) 
and in case n > 1, aiso: 
*,(ctl n A T , •.,c,m n Am) = t*(c*i n 5 * 1 , . . , c k m n Bkm) 
for i = 1, . . . , n — 1 and ifc = t + 1. 
P r o o f . The result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and (4); the require-
ment that all ti have the same arity is merely a notational convenience. • 
2.3. Corollary. l e t I, J G Id A and j C Id A. Let L = Vw AJ (= (Uf)A). Tien 
(i) IC J^r/Cr, «-><?/ C0j; 
(ii) V̂ roi A{T/V : -V G j} = rL and Vfcon A{0.V : N G j} = 0L. 
P r o o f , (i) If I C J, it follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 
2.2 that r/ C TJ and Oj C Oj. If r/ C r j and a £ I then (a, 0) G r/, hence (a, 0) G r j , 
i.e. a G 0/r j = J. So r/ C r j implies I C J. Similarly 0/ C 0j implies I C J. 
(ii) From (i) we have TJV C r/, for all N £ j . Let n G TolA with ( j r/v C n 
-VG; 
and let M -= 0/n. If N G j and a € N then (a,0) G r/y- so (a,0) G n, i.e., a £ M. 
We therefore have U j C M hence L C M, (since M G Id A). Now (i) implies that 
TL Q TM C n. This proves that rL\ = VTOI A{T/V: N G j}. The second assertion may 
be proved similarly. • 
We remark that the condition "A is a member of some BCK-variety" is used 
frequently in the literature, where in many cases "H(A) C BCK" would suffice. The 
latter condition is strictly weaker than the former: see Example 2.12. The following 
simple result is therefore of interest. 
2.4. Propos i t ion . The following conditions on a BCK-algebra A are equivalent: 
(i) H(A) C BCK; 
(ii) (Ve, a G Con A)(0/e = 0/<r => Q = a); 
( i i i ) (V /€ ldA) (* / = w ) ; 
(iv) (Vn G Tol A)(<p0/v = U{n" : n G a;}); 
(v ) (Va ,6G-4) ( ( a ,6 )G^Ma) ) . 
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P r o o f . (i) => (ii) is proved in [7, p. 108] (under the unnecessarily strong 
assumption tha t A is a member of a BCK-variety). 
(ii) => (iii) follows since 0/6j = 0/(pj = 1. 
(iii) => (iv) follows easily from (4) and the fact that Tj C nn C <pj, where 1 = 0/n. 
(iv) -->(v) Set I = (a6,6a). From (a, 6) G <pj and (iv), we obtain (a, 6) G 
U{r7
n: n G a ; } = 0/. 
(v)=>(i) Let a G Con A. It suffices to check that A/a satisfies the axiom BCK 
(V), so suppose for some a, 6 G A, we have a6, 6a G 0/a\ If 1 = (a6, 6a) then I C 0/a. 
By (v) we have (a, 6) G 0/ C 0o/<r (by Corollary 2.3.(i)) C a, as required. D 
2.5 R e m a r k . In [9, Theorem 1], Idziak states without proof the following nec-
essary condition (due to Komori) for a class K of ^ - a lgeb ras to be a BCK-variety: 
Let T be the absolutely free /^"-algebra freely generated by two distinct variables x 
and y, and let B = (B\ . ,0) be the ^ - a l g e b r a with B = {0 ,a ,6} such tha t a0 = a, 
60 = 6 and cd = 0 in all remaining cases. Let / i : T —• B be the unique homomor-
phism satisfying fi(x) = a and /i(y) = 6. If K is a BCK-variety then there exist 
binary c^-terms t = t(x,y) and s = s(x,y) such that j/(£) = a, /i(s) = 6 and A' 
satisfies t = s. This result is important since it is essential to Idziak's proof tha t 
BCK-varieties are congruence 3-permutable [9, Theorem 2]. As far as we know, how-
ever, no proof of Komori's theorem has been published. We feel it is of interest to 
show tha t a description of BCK-varieties (our Theorem 2.7 and its Corollary 2.8), 
very similar to Komori 's, may be derived from our characterisation of 0j (Corollary 
2.2). Our (tolerance-based) approach is presumably quite different from Komori 's 
methods. The next lemma, which will be needed in our argument, may also be used 
as a tool for deriving Komori's result from our Theorem 2.7 and conversely. 
2.6 . L e m m a . Let t = t(x\,..., xn) and s = s(x, y) be &-terms with n ^ 1. 
(i) There is a {}-term u — u(x\,..., xn) such that BCK satisfies t = u. 
(ii) There exist i G { 1 , . . . , n} and m G CJ and {}-terms Uj = Uj(x\,. . . , xn) for 
0 < j ^ m, such that BCK satisfies t = X{U\ .. .um. 
(iii) If w G {x\,. .. ,xn} and w\, ..., wn G {0,tv} then BCK satisfies 
t(w\,. . ., wn) = 0 or BCK satisfies t(w\,..., wn) — w. 
(iv) BCK satisfies s(x,x) = 0 iff BCK satisfies s(x,y)(xy)p(yx)q = 0 for some 
P r o o f . (i), (ii) and (iii) are easily proved by induction on the complexity of 
t, using BCK (III), BCK (IV) and the well-known fact (see [11, Theorem 2]) that 
BCK satisfies 
(5) x0 = x. 
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(iv) Let BCK satisfy s(x,x) = 0. Let F = (F; .,0) be a BCK-free /^-algebra 
freely generated by two distinct generators a, 6 G F. Of course, F G BCK, since 
BCK is an /^-quasi-variety. Let J = (a6, 6a)F and let 0 = O((a, 6)) (i.e. 0 is the 
least congruence on F identifying a and 6). Clearly (a, 6) G <pj, and so 0 C <pj. Now 
since (s(a,6),0) = (s(a, 6), s(a, a)) G #, we have s(a,b) G 0/ipj = J. By (3) and the 
BCK-identity (xy)z = (xz)y, there exist p, q G w such that s(a, 6)(a6)p(6a)<7 = 0. It 
follows that BCK satisfies s(x, y)(xy)p(yx)q = 0. The converse follows easily from 
BCK (III) and (5). • 
2.7. T h e o r e m . Let K be a BCK-variety. Then there exist nym G w, and 
{•}-terms wt- = t/,(x,j/) and Vj = Vj(x,y) satisfying the equivalent conditions of 
Lemma 2.6 (iv) (for 0 < i ^ n and 0 < j >$ mj such that K satisfies 
xui(x,y)...un(x,y) = yvi(x, y ) . . . vm(x, y). 
P r o o f . We may assume that K is nontrivial (for if not, take n = m = 0). Let 
F = (F ; . ,0) be a A'-free ^-algebra freely generated by generators a, 6 G F. Let 
J = (a6,6a)F. We have H(F) C BCK, so by Proposition 2.4, (a, 6) G 0j. It follows 
that for some positive n,m G u>, some m-ary {}-terms *i, . . . , tn> some elements 
Cij G F and some finite families Bij, Dtj- in J (for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m), 
the identities displayed in Corollary 2.2 hold in F. It follows (using Lemma 2.6(i)) 
that there exist {}-terms s t j = Sij(x}y) and finite families Uij,Wij of {}-terms 
g = g(x, y) (for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m) such that K satisfies 
(6)0 X = ti(sU J | U H , . . . , S l m J | ( I lm) , 
(6)n y = *n(
5nl j j Wn\ , Snm j^[ KVnm) 
and, in the case n > 1, also: 
(6)i *i(«ii j j Wn , . , 5,m j | VVim) = tk(Ckl j j £/*! , , Ckm ]J Ukm) 
for i = 1, . . . , n — 1 and Jb = i + 1. It is also clear that since the families Bij and Dij 
are in J, each term g — g(xyy) in the combined ranges of the Uij and VV,j may be 
chosen such that for some integers d = d(g) and e = e(^), BCK satisfies: 
(7), g(x,y)(xy)d(yxy = 0. 
Equivalent.}7, by Lemma 2.6(iv), BCK satisfies: 
(8), g(x,x) = Q. 
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Considering the form of (6)0, (6)1, ..., (6 ) n , we may deduce from the (8)^ tha t BCK 
satisfies: 
(9) ti(sii(x,x),...,sim(x,x)) = x 
for i = 1, . . . , n. Now let i be the least integer among 0, . . . , n such that the first 
occurrences of the variables on the left and right hand sides of (6), are occurrences 
of different variables. Necessarily these are an x-occurrence on the left and a y-
occurrence on the right (since the U and s t J are {}- te rms and (9) holds). Also the 
nontriviality of K forces 0 < i < n. By Lemma 2.6(h), the terms t\ (I = i, i + 1) may 
be assumed to have the form x\ Y\ V\, where x\ is a variable occurring in t\ and V\ is 
a finite family of m-ary {}- te rms. Let us assume that in (6) t , x t and x t +i have been 
replaced, respectively, by s t a Yl W-<* and St+10 FI ^-+1/*
 w n e r e a>/? £ { l , . . , m } . 
Applying Lemma 2.6(H) to the terms s t a and s»+i/? we may rewrite (6) t (setting 
k = i + 1) as: 
r 





for some r G u>, some m-ary {}- te rms /i/j (/ = i, i + 1 and j = 1, . . . , r ) and some 
finite families W\Q and tJt+io of {}- terms g = g(x, y). (The use of a uniform r loses 
no generality, since BCK satisfies x = x(xx).) It follows readily from (9) and Lemma 
2.6(iii) tha t BCK satisfies (8)^ for all g in the combined ranges of W{Q and Ut+io, as 
well as 
h\j(s\i(x,x),...,s\m(x,x)) = 0. 
This reduces (6), to an equation of the form described in the s tatement of the theo-
rem. • 
An ^"-identity will be called an xy-identification if it has the form 
(10) xux(x, y)... un(x, y) = yvx(x, y)... vm(x, y) 
where n,m G u>, and there exist integers p t , ot, kj, lj £ u; such that BCK satisfies 
(10),j Ui(x,y)(xy)p*(yx)q* = 0 = Vj(x, y)(xy)k>(yx)l> 
for i = 1, . . ., n and J = 1, . .., m. 
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2.8. Corollary. Let K be any class of ^-algebras. Then the varietal closure 
HSP(K) is a BCK-variety if and only ifK satisfies the identities BCK(I), BCK(IV) 
and (5), as well as some xy-identification. 
P r o o f . Necessity is clear. Conversely, suppose that K satisfies BCK(I), 
BCK(IV), (5) and the xy-identification given by (10) and (10),;-, i = 1, . . . , n, 
.; = 1, . . . , m, where n,m G u>. Then HSP(K) also satisfies these identities, and 
therefore satisfies BCK(II) and BCK(III); the calculations are: 
(x(xy))y = ((*0)(xy))(y0) = 0, and 
xx = (xx)0 = ((x0)(x0))(00) = 0. 
To establish BCK(V), let C = (C; .,0) G HSP(K ) and let a, 6 G C with a6 = 0 = 6a. 
For i = 1 , . . . , n and j = 1 , . . . , m we have u,(a, 6) = 0 = vj(a) b) by (10),y, BCK(III) 
and (5). Thus we have a = 6 by (10) and (5). This shows that HSP(K ) C BCK. 
a 
2.9. Corollary. IfK is any nontrivial BCK-variety then tn(K) = 2. 
P r o o f . Let K satisfy the xy-identification given by (10) and (10),j, where 
i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m and n,m E u>. Let A = (A\ ., 0) G K and r G Tol A 
with I = 0/r . We show that r 3 C r 2 . Observe the r 3 C <p\ = <pi so 0 / r 3 = I. 
Now if (a,6) G r 3 then a6,6a G 0/r3 , so (a6,0),(6a,0) G r. By (10) tJ, we have 
(i/i(a,6),0), (^(a ,6) ,0) G r for each i,jy and hence by (5), (a ,a t i i (a ,6) . . .un(a,6)) , 
(6vi(a,6). . .vm(a,6),6) G r . By (10), we have (a, 6) G r
2 , as claimed. Thus tn(K) ^ 
2, and no nontrivial BCK-variety is congruence permutable (equivalently, tolerance 
trivial) [7, Theorem 4.3] so tn(K) = 2. D 
2.10. Corollary. Let K be a BCK-variety and A G K. For any integer m ^ 2 
and any T\,..., rm G Tol A with the same kernel I G Id A, we have 
r\ . . . r m = 0! = <pi. 
P r o o f . From r/ C TJ C ^ / ( j = l , . . . , m ) , Proposition 2.4 and the previous 
result, we have: 
0/ = r7
2 C r /
m C r 1 . . . r m C ^ = ^ / = ^ 
D 
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2.11. R e m a r k s , a. Corollary 2.9. could alternatively be deduced from Corol-
lary 1.3. and Idziak's result that every BCK-variety is congruence 3-permutable [9, 
Theorem 2]. 
b . For any i , j ,p , gGw, the class of all BCK-algebras satisfying 
(Cp
J
q): x(xyY(yxy =y(yxY(xyy 
is a BCK-variety [7]. Such varieties are called quasi commutative. Clearly the above 
identity yields an xy-identification. Every finite BCK-algebra satisfies (Cp^q) for 
some i, j,p, q £ u [7], hence the tolerance number of a finite BCK-algebra is 1 or 2. 
c. In contrast with Corollary 2.9, we observe that for every positive n £ u, there is 
a BCK-algebra A with tn(A) = n. Also there is a BCK-algebra B with tn(B) = u. 
Consequently tn(BCK) = u. For n = 1, 2, examples may be found in [12]. We now 
assume the terminology and notation of [17]. 
Let JV denote the BCK-algebra on the set u where the BCK-operation is defined 
by a.b = max{0,a — 6}. Let R(JV) be the reflection of u in the sense of [17] and 
R(u) its distensible subset {r n : n £ u}. For n ^ 2, let jVn denote the distension of 
R(jV) induced by the triple (i2(u>), n, £„) where 6n(i,j) = \i — j \ for i,j £ n. It is 
known that jVn is a BCK-algebra and that the nontrivial congruences of .A„ are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the partitions of the set n: a partition K of n induces 
a partition TC' = {p x R(u): p £ n} U {u} of the base set of J^, the equivalence 
relation corresponding to n' is a congruence on jVn and all congruences on jVn arise 
in this way. It is also easily checked that ^Yn has exactly three ideals, the nontrivial 
one being u. We claim that tn(jKi) = n -f 1 for n J> 2. 
Let n > 2 and n £ Tol-X with 0/n = I. If I = {0} then n is the identity 
congruence on jVn. If I = jYn then n
2 is the total congruence on J/n. So we may 
assume that I = u. We note that 
(11) u ; 2 u [ J ( { i } x I 7 ( a ; ) ) 2 C n . 
Indeed if j , k £ a;, say j = ' t . m ( m E w ) , then from mnO, we obtain jnk , as well as 
(i, rj)n(i, r*) for any i £ n. Since the left-hand side of (11) is a congruence on jVn, 
it must be 0/ = r/. Next, by [12, Theorem 2.2 b], we have 
(12) n C c j 2 U ( n x ^(u;))2. 
The expression on the right of (12) is the congruence <pj. Also observe that if 
k,l)m,q£u with m ^ k and q ^ £ then for any i , j £ n, 
((*', n.), (i, r*)) £ n => ((i, r m ) , (j , rg)) £ n. 
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Now suppose (a, 6) E Q(n)\n and choose h E u; minimal such that (a, 6) E nh. 
Necessarily we have a = (i, r^), 6 = ( j , r/) for some i , j E n (i ^ j) and some 
k,£ E u>. From the constraints on n established above it is not difficult to see that 
h -̂  n + 1. The case /i = n + 1 may be achieved by taking n = T({((i, r i ) , ( i + 1, n ) ) : 
* E n}) and a = (0, r0), 6 = (n — 1, r0). Thus tn(.yf£) = n + 1. 
Finally, the BCK-algebra J/^, constructed in [17] from the distending triple Doo = 
(I2(u>),t4;,80O) where 6oo(i,j) = |* - j \ for i, j E u>, has the property that for no 
n ^ 2 are the congruences of J/^ n-permutable [17, Theorem 6]. By Theorem 1.2, 
t n ( ^ o ) =QJ. 
2 .12 . E x a m p l e . The condition "H(A) C B C K " does not imply that A is an 
element of some BCK-variety. (This answers a question raised in [12].) To see this, 
recall that Wronski and Kabzinski [18] have constructed a sequence Dn (0 < n E u>) 
of finite BCK-algebras such that no BCK-variety contains all of the Dn. Now every 
finite BCK-algebra is in some BCK-variety, so if K is a finite subset of u>\{0} then 
H( J ] Dn) C BCK and there is a natural embedding QK
 : FI A i —> A , where 
n€A" n€K 
A:= 0 L>„ = { a E ]~[ L>n: <*(n) = 0 for almost all n E w \ { 0 } } 
0<n€u/ 0<n€w 
Note that A E BCK, but since each Dn is embeddable in A, it follows that A is in 
no BCK-variety. However H ( A ) C BCK. For if / : A —• B is an ^-homomorphism, 
where B is some /^-algebra, and f(a)f(a') = OB = f(a')f(a) for some a, a' E A, we 
may consider the finite set 
K = {ne u; \{0}: a(n) ± 0 or a'(ri) ^ 0} 
and the c^-homomorphism fgK • FI A* —* B 
n€K 
We have f(a)J(a') E / $ * ( ]1 A i ) € 5 C K , so f(a) = f(a'). It follows that 
neK 
B E BCK, as claimed. 
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